
VENDED
Quantum™ Gold Controls



speedqueen.com

                                                                               Quantum Gold               Quantum Silver            Quantum Standard

Pause and Resume                                                       ✓                                     ✓                                     ✓

Slow Drain Detection                                                    ✓                                     ✓                                     ✓

Maximum G-Force                                                       140                                   140                                   100

Number of Cycles                                                        27                                     9                                      4

Maximum Number of Water Levels                                 30                                     3                                      2

Water Leak Detection                                                    ✓                                     ✓                                     ✓

Multi-Level Vend                                                           ✓                                     ✓                                       

PC/PDA Audit                                                              ✓                                     ✓                                       

PC/PDA Programming                                                  ✓                                     ✓                                       

Time of Day Pricing Scenarios                                        4                                      1                                       

Automatic Dispenser Flush                                            ✓                                                                               

Automatic Shutdown                                                     ✓                                                                               

Break-in Alarm                                                             ✓                                                                               

Customer Selected Price Modifiers                                 ✓                                                                               

Drop Off Mode                                                             ✓                                                                               

Lucky Cycle                                                                 ✓                                                                               

Network Option                                                            ✓                                                                               

OPL Mode                                                                    ✓                                                                               

Power Saving Mode                                                      ✓                                                                               

Remote Vend                                                               ✓                                                                               

THE DIFFERENCE
FOR HARDMOUNT WASHER-EXTRACTORS.

QUANTUM™GOLD



Picture a world in which y ou actually run y our business, rather than your business running you. Imagine

the freedom of controlling your laundry facility from home, on the road or wherever you want to be. Such a

world does exist. And it’ s powered by Quantum™ Gold. This revolutionary technology unites equipment

controls, programming and store management into one versatile system, giving you total control over your

business from any remote location. With Quantum Gold, you can adjust your cost structure, reduce your

utility costs and maximize your revenue — from any computer, anywhere in the world.   

QUANTUM™ GOLD
MAXIMIZE REVENUE POTENTIAL
Quantum Gold gives you complete control of your laundry facility. The advanced, easy-to-use control system allows

you to customize wash settings and adjust pric e points to take advantage of key revenue opportunities. Quantum

Gold allows you to program, monitor, audit and diagnose machines — from any Internet-linked computer, anywhere

in the world. With up-to-the-minute data on st ore activity, you can make informed business decisions regarding

pricing, advertising and promotions.

REDUCE OPERATING COSTS
Quantum Gold not only helps you make more money — it helps you save more, too. Effortlessly adjust to changes

in your cost structure, reduce utility and labor c osts, and maximiz e your overall efficiency.     Quantum Gold

automatically alerts you when issues arise and provides information as to when errors occur. The result is reduced

downtime for your machines and a drop in preventative maintenance costs.



TO A HIGHER STANDARD.DEDICATED

Multi-Level Pricing

Lower your utility costs by charging different prices for hot,

warm and cold wash cycles.

Time of Day Pricing

Customize your price settings according to your traffic

volume. Charge premiums during busy times or offer reduced

rates during off-peak hours.

Auto Shutdown Assistant

Quantum Gold ensures that your laundry closes on time,

shutting down automatically at a specified time.

Low     Power Mode

Shut off the LED display and automatically go into Low Power

mode when your store is closed.

Auto Water Leak Detection (Hardmount Only)

Quantum Gold immediately alerts you if there is a leak or

obstruction in your machine.

30 Programmable Water Levels (Hardmount Only)

Control your water costs by modifying the amount of water

used for each fill within a cycle.

Slow Drain Detection (Hardmount Only)

Quantum Gold will automatically alert you if a slow draining

condition exists in any of your machines.

OPL Mode

Allows machines to be set aside for commercial customers

who are using your equipment during a specified time.

Quantum Gold Networking

Program, monitor, audit and diagnose machines from any

computer, anywhere in the world.

Cycle Modifiers

Create and customize your own “medium” or “heavy” soil

program, potentially increasing washer revenue by 4-5%.

Lucky Cycle

Reward customers with a free wash or dry after a predetermined

number of cycles.

Drop-Off Mode

Set aside machines to be used by your attendant for wash, dry

and fold business without disabling them manually.



You can put a number on the amount of supplemental income you could potentially earn.

You can calculate tangible savings. But the fr eedom and peace of mind that c ome with

being able to operate your laundry business on your terms, from anywhere in the world —

that’s immeasurable. Remote, consolidated programming. Error notifications. Complete

control. They’re all present in one program, designed to make running your facility easier

and more efficient than you ever thought possible.

THE REVOLUTION.
DELIVER THE ULTIMATE CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE
Creating a positive laundry experience for your customers is essential to the sustained success of your business.

Quantum Gold provides intuitive controls for ease of use, pr ovides incentives for return visits and helps r eward

customer loyalty. Few things irritate customers more than machines that don’t work properly — or at all. With to-the-

minute updates, you can quickly identify and tend to maintenance issues that may affect efficiency or cause downtime.

MOVE FORWARD WITH CONFIDENCE
Peace of mind doesn’t have to come at the cost of control. You can be more on top of your game than ever at the

same time that you’re the most at ease. Quantum Gold was developed by Speed Queen for Speed Queen customers

to optimize the performance of your equipment with maximum simplicity and efficiency. The total control offered by

Quantum Gold is designed with one simple goal in mind — to make your life simpler and more productive.
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